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Aliyaa Kuala Lumpur opened in 2007 as the one of 
the first authentic Sri Lankan restaurants in 
Malaysia, and is a pioneer for bringing Sri Lankan 
cuisine to the world.

Aliyaa’s menu is filled with soulful recipes that have 
been handed down from generations of mothers in 
Sri Lanka homes. As such, it is renowned for savoury 
crab curries and perfectly spiced tiger prawns, as 
well as fiery mutton bones, fluffy appams, and 
decadent desserts to tie an unforgettable meal 
together. Our native Sri Lankan chefs have decades 
of experience serving the best flavours of Sri Lanka, 
and their ability to share Ceylon culture with diners 
through the experience of food has earned Aliyaa 
numerous awards and accolades, including a place 
on Tatler’s Top 20 Restaurants in 2020 and 2021.

www.aliyaa.com

+60 17 883 3738
48 G&M, Jalan Medan Setia 2,

Plaza Damansara, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur

info@aliyaa.com

Authentic Sri Lankan Cuisine



The Premier Cricketers’ Sports Pub

The Sticky Wicket is a unique cricket-themed pub 
located at Plaza Damansara, Kuala Lumpur. A 
quintessentially British pub where the ambience 
takes one back to a quaint bar in downtown London. 
As you enter, you'll witness the extensive collection 
of cricket memorabilia from around the world, an 
authentic pub grub menu and a broad selection of gin 
as well as other spirits. The Sticky Wicket is Malaysia's 
premier cricket pub showing all the action from 
international cricket matches to league matches 
from around the world as well as other live sports 
events. 

www.stickywicket.pub

+60 12 444 2957
34 G&M, Jalan Medan Setia 2,

Plaza Damansara, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur

 info@stickywicket.pub
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Flavour Disruptors

A meal at Nadodi is meant to be an odyssey, 
traversing the rice paddies of Tamil Nadu, the 
coastal fisheries of Kerala & the crop fields of the 
Jaffna Peninsula - this is a restaurant of vaunted 
ambition and adventure, named for the Malayalam 
word for 'wanderer'.

Nadodi revolutionizes the way you think about 
traditional cuisine from South India and Sri Lanka, 
taking familiar flavours and transforming them into 
unforgettable culinary creations. The chefs and 
mixologists at Nadodi are trailblazers in the fine 
dining world, a team of flavourful disruptors 
dedicated to bringing diners on a truly immersive 
gastronomic adventure. 

Nadodi is internationally-renowned, earning a four 
page feature write up in the Michelin Guide, and 
most recently, earning its place on Asia’s Best 50 
Restaurants for 2021.

www.nadodikl.com

+60 17 296 9520
Level 7A, Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur,

145, Jalan Ampang,  50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

info@nadodikl.com



The Bar at Nadodi

At Vér, we bring to life the essence of the word that 
means 'roots' in Tamil.
 
Nestled within the Nadodi restaurant, our spirited, 
pulsating, craft cocktail bar perfectly encapsulates 
the philosophy of its counterpart and celebrates the 
rich heritage of our ancestors from Sri Lanka and 
Southern India.
As we celebrate the diversity and wanderlust of our 
nomadic ancestors from Sri Lanka and Southern 
India, every drink at Ver is an experience in itself. So 
come indulge in a fusion of modern and traditional 
flavours, while immersing yourself in the rich 
cultural tapestry that our ancestors left behind.
 
Whether you're a cocktail connoisseur or curious 
explorer, Vér has something for everyone, so join us 
for an evening of socializing and discover the rich 
heritage of our nomadic ancestors.

 www.ver.bar

+60 17 296 9520
Level 7A, Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur,

145, Jalan Ampang,  50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Info@ver.bar



French-Japanese Cuisine

Kikubari offers a comprehensive ‘tasting’ experience 
of sake and wines that is accompanied by a 
first-in-town progressive menu that sources the 
finest ingredients from Japan, which are then 
prepared with classic & modern European and 
Japanese techniques. 

The menu can be savoured à la carte or as a tasting 
menu, as well as open to custom orders.

www.kikubarikl.com

+60 13 362 4546
L3-01A, DC Mall, Damansara City,

6, Jalan Damanlela,
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala Lumpur

info@kikubarikl.com



Southern Italian Cuisine
K U A L A  L U M P U R

Nero Nero’s Italian cuisine greatly emphasizes fresh 
ingredients. The focus of our set and a la carte 
menus is on the range of seasonal produce from 
regional vendors, with an aim to offer guests a 
value-for-money, quality dining experience in a 
relaxed and modern setting. 

An al fresco dining garden terrace buffers the 
restaurant and the delightful ambience makes 
every visit an occasion unto itself. Nero Nero is 
perfect for business lunches and as an after-work 
socializing venue. Give your friends and family a 
continental treat here soon!

www.neronero-dc3.com

+60 19 667 4546
L3-02, DC Mall, Damansara City,

6, Jalan Damanlela,
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala Lumpur

info@neronero-dc3.com



Southern Italian Cuisine

Introducing authentic, South Italian flavours to the 
heart of Georgetown, Penang. Located at King 
Street, Nero Nero Penang combines the heritage 
architecture of the 18th century Shophouses in 
Georgetown, that are inscribed as a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site with Nero Nero Kuala Lumpur’s 
signature, quaint,  contemporary style and design.

+60 12 207 0794
4, Lebuh King,

10200 George Town,
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia

www.neroneropenang.com



Experience Northern Sri Lanka
B R I C K F I E L D S T T D I T H E  R O W

www.yarl.my

BRICKFIELDS  |  +60 10 360 6624
50, Jalan Padang Bella, Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur

TTDI  |  +60 17 987 1761
46, Jalan Tun Mohd Fuad 1, Taman Tun Dr Ismail

60000 Kuala Lumpur

ASIAN HERITAGE ROW  |  +60 12 375 9883
Asian Heritage Row, 8, Jalan Doraisamy, 50300 Kuala Lumpur

Yarl Restaurant is named after the Northern 
Peninsular of Sri Lanka. Tamil : யாழ்ப்பாணம் 
                           , Sinhala : යාපනය
English : Jaffna. 

Our cuisine and service have always been guided by 
the core values of awareness, initiative and 
responsibility. We are so very proud to serve you 
authentic food from our beloved peninsula. 

You will enjoy the pure, authentic flavours and take 
in the spices that will awaken all your senses.

info@yarl.my



Frank Sinatra’s New York-inspired Cocktail Bar

Named and inspired after the legend, the chairman, ol’ 
blue eyes Frank Sinatra. A speakeasy concept bar that 
aims to be in the top of Kuala Lumpur's upcoming bar 
scene. Innovative and masterful cocktails prepared in 
a 1930's era setting. 

The menu will consist of old classics to new age 
cocktails as well as fine cigars and vintages to drink 
the night away. Frank‘s Bar is located at Avenue K, a 
stone’s throw from the iconic Petronas Towers. 

www.frankskl.com

+60 12 674 4860
info@frankskl.com

L3-06, Avenue K, 156 Jalan Ampang,
50450 Kuala Lumpur



The Inspirational Cuisine of Rome 

+60 12 673 3860

www.natalinakl.com

An authentic Italian restaurant with a modern 
touch bringing the recipes of Rome to Kuala 
Lumpur. Natalina, named after Frank Sinatra's 
mother and lead by chef Diego Reali, a 
third-generation chef from Rome. He will be helped 
by his own mother, chef Christofari to create the 
menus. 

Natalina will also specialize in Italian wines ranging 
from Piemonte to Lombardia. Natalina  is located at 
Avenue K, right opposite KL’s iconic Petronas 
Towers. 

L3-06, Avenue K, 156 Jalan Ampang,
50450 Kuala Lumpur



A Mediterranean Steakhouse

+60 12 923 3206

www.bocadokl.com

A Mediterranean-influenced steakhouse with a 
contemporary Santorini vibe.  Bocado offers a wide 
range of tapas plates and flame-grilled meats, 
paired with fine wines and craft beers. 

Bocado is KL’s new destination steakhouse, and 
with a name that translates directly to “small bites”, 
we can assure you that you only need small bites to 
experience big flavour in every dish.

Ground Floor, Bangunan ECM Libra,
8, Jalan Damansara Endah,

Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur

info@bocadokl.com



Amazing Gourmet Pizza

+60 12 683 8601

Taking inspiration from classic pizzas around the 
world, Pie Guys offers high-quality, hand-tossed 
creations, topped with the freshest ingredients.  

We exist to provide exceptional pizza, 
incomparable customer service, and fast delivery 
all across KL.

Unit 10, Artisan’s Playground,
1st Floor, Block H, Rivercity, 1 Jalan Selvadurai,

Off Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah, 51200 Kuala Lumpur

www.pieguys.pizza

info@pieguys.pizza



Claws, Tail, Legs and More!

+60 17 717 8700

At The Claw, we offer an amazing selection of 
seafood - ready for delivery, made to eat with your 
hands. Don’t miss our variety of crabs and prawns 
cooked in flavours from all over Asia, including 
Salted Egg, Thai Yellow Curry, Korean Gochujang, 
and even some of Aliyaa’s famous Sri Lankan 
spices!

Incredibly delicious food should never come with 
unnecessary markups, so we’re dedicated to selling 
premium crustaceans without the premium pricing, 
delivered right to your door.

www.theclawkl.com

info@theclawkl.com



Modern Italian

Located at the luxurious Taaras Resort on Redang 
Island, MareNero offers a relaxing and elegant 
atmosphere, with a modern Italian menu and 
unmatched beachside views.

With the option to dine alfresco and take in the 
beautiful ocean breeze, or by the open-concept 
kitchen to watch the chef work their culinary 
magic, you’re guaranteed a premium experi-ence 
for every meal.

www.thetaaras.com

+60 17 717 8700
The Taaras Beach & Spa Resort,

20928 Kuala Terengganu,
Terengganu, Malaysia

 

reservation@thetaaras.com



 

Beach Bar

Enjoy the cool breeze of the ocean while you sip 
exotic cocktails or premium wines, as well as light 
‘beach friendly’ snacks and refreshers.

With an expansive chill-out deck located directly 
on the Taaras private beachfront, there’s no better 
place to relax and watch the sun set.

+60 17 717 8700
The Taaras Beach & Spa Resort,

20928 Kuala Terengganu,
Terengganu, Malaysia

 

www.thetaaras.com

reservation@thetaaras.com



Flavours From The Colonial Era

 www.cafecolombo.com
www.cafecolombo.com/trx

Cafe Colombo celebrates the colonial and the 
contemporary, the classic and the cosmopolitan - 
everything that makes Colombo the heartbeat of 
Sri Lanka. It celebrates our history and traditions, 
alongside the colourful cultures that have left a 
mark on our culinary heritage. Our fast and casual 
dining is inspired by colonial Sri Lanka, blending 
authentic Sri Lankan flavours with rustic colonial 
elegance. Suitable for all ages, groups, and 
communities, it offers a unique blend of dishes 
complemented by a cocktail menu that has been 
crafted and curated by expert mixologists.

IOI City Mall, Lebuh IRC Resort City,
62502 Putrajaya.

+60 12 910 5094

Level 2, Dining Terrace, The Exchange Mall, TRX.

+60 12 763 1596

IOI City Mall, Putrajaya. The Exchange Mall, TRX. 



A True Italian Experience

An authentic Italian restaurant with a modern touch, 
Isabelle brings the recipes of Italy to Kuala Lumpur.

Described as innovative Italian cuisine, Isabelle's 
specialties include a medley of meat and seafood 
dishes that are cooked to perfection in a Josper 
oven. Diners can expect recipes from all over Italy, 
along with a distinctive pizza menu that infuses 
both traditional and gourmet recipes.

Complete with a sophisticated list of premium 
wines and Prosecco, expect a true Italian dining 
experience at Isabelle.

Opening Soon (July 2024)

+60 12 565 4339
IOI City Mall, Lebuh IRC Resort City,

62502 Putrajaya.

+60 12 377 2340
Level 2, Dining Terrace, The Exchange Mall, TRX

www.isabellekl.com



Modern Contemporary Grill

Brasa will bring together boutique artisanal wines 
and recipes of bold, smoky grills with authentic 
flavours that are created from the use of wood and 
charcoal. 

Themed as a modern, contemporary grill 
restaurant, Brasa's menu is set to be inspired by 
cultures from all around the world. With a 
sustainable, farm to table concept that aims to 
elevate the dining experience, along with a cosy 
ambience, the dining venue is complete with a 
fireplace as its centrepiece. In addition to the 
restaurant Brasa will also host a large wine 
cataloge, that will be available for direct purchase 
as well as start a ‘first of a kind’ wine club 
(subscription platform) for its diners. 

Expected to be nestled in the heart of Damansara 
Heights, Brasa will strive to bring a uniqueness to 
both, it’s food and beverage offerings.

50-G, Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur.

Info@brasakl.com

 +60 11 5110 2857

www.brasakl.com



Southern Italian Cuisine

www.valentina.restaurant

An elegant Southern Italian dining experience, 
Valentina showcases bold flavours that have come to 
define Italian cuisine - tomato, fine olive oil, and the 
fragrant oregano, basil, and citruses. Chef Michele 
pays tribute to Southern Italy's age-old signatures and 
puts his own contemporary spin for a classic Southern 
Italian taste inspired by the region's fertile soils and 
the bounty of the Mediterranean.

With a poolside rooftop view, and a private dining 
room that promises an intimate dining experience, 
Valentina brings the best of Southern Italian cuisine 
where every meal is a tribute to the warmth and 
abundance of the region.

Hyatt Place, Bukit Jalil

+60 12 679 3860



An Alluring English Restaurant & Bar

Welcome to Elementary, a refined restaurant and 
bar inspired by the timeless allure of English 
culture. Our establishment, adorned with rich oak 
and wood accents, exudes an ambiance of classic 
elegance. From the London Bridge Fish & Chips to 
the comforting aroma of Shepherd's Pie, each dish 
tells a story that resonates with the heart of British 
cuisine. At Elementary, camaraderie, like the one 
with Holmes and Watson, flows as freely as the 
drinks, making it the ideal setting for friends and 
families to come together for memorable meals.

Level 2, Dining Terrace, The Exchange Mall, TRX

+60 11 4004 3751



KLGCC’s Sports Bar

Kuala Lumpur Golf and Country Club
10, Jalan 1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara,

60000 Kuala Lumpur

The Bird & Bunker is an all-day cafe concept, 
providing roomy indoor seating, as well as a 
relaxing terrace space for covered alfresco dining.

Overall, this will be the perfect social space for 
customers to wind down after a round of golf, a 
tennis match, or a driving range session, offering 
tasty bites paired with a selection of cold beer, wine 
and cocktails, as well as a variety of non-alcoholic 
beverages for those still on their health kick. For 
the early birds, this is the place to pick up a fresh 
hot coffee or espresso before they start the day.

+60 12 909 2212



Bar De Tapas

Level 2, Dining Terrace, The Exchange Mall, TRX

+60 11 4004 3466

Las Meninas is named after Diego Velázquez's iconic 
painting; it's not just a restaurant, it's a celebration 
of Spanish culinary artistry and culture. Our 
restaurant embodies the elegance and intrigue of 
the Spanish royal court where every dish is a 
masterpiece, where the rich tapestry of Spanish 
flavors, weaves a story of culinary excellence. Las 
Meninas truly offers an unforgettable dining 
experience that is as vibrant and captivating as the 
painting that inspired its name.



Peruvian Cuisine

A culinary haven perched on the rooftop of
Avenue K, where the rich tapestry of Peruvian 
cuisine intertwines with the enchanting allure of 
Nikkei flavors. Feliz, meaning "happy" in Spanish, 
perfectly captures the essence of this quaint yet 
vibrant restaurant that promises to take your taste 
buds on a joyous journey through the diverse and 
delightful landscapes of Peruvian gastronomy. 

At Feliz, we invite you to embark on a gastronomic 
adventure that transcends borders and brings the 
vibrant spirit of Peru to Kuala Lumpur. Join us at 
Feliz, where happiness is not just a state of mind but 
a delicious reality.

Level 4, Avenue K, Kuala Lumpur

+60 11 1771 7742



Cuisine of Ceylon

The latest in a successful line of Asian dining 
concepts from the Group, Hotel Ceylon aims to be a 
destination restaurant - able to draw upon local 
diners as well as national and international visitors 
to Kuala Lumpur. It is positioned to offer “no 
compromise excellence” at price points designed to 
appeal to the broadest possible demographic. 
 
The bold and vibrant flavours of Sri Lankan cuisine 
have been a mainstay of the group since 2008, and 
Hotel Ceylon will build upon the popularity of 
Cinnamon Group’s established Aliyaa and Yarl 
brands to provide Ceylonese-inspired dishes paired 
with craft beers, perfectly paired wines, and 
premium Sri Lankan teas. 

+60 16 695 3302

Opening Soon (August 2024)

Lorong Ceylon, Bukit Ceylon, 50200 Kuala Lumpur.



Damansara's Best Kept Secret

Blue Elephant was set up as an offshoot after the 
success of Aliyaa, the famous Sri Lankan restaurant 
in the group. Since then, the lounge & bar has gained 
it’s fame with a silver-screen theme and 
speakeasy-style. The mysterious lounge has since 
become one of the coolest hangout places in town. 

Blue Elephant has surfaced out of the blue and 
dubbed "Damansara's Best Kept Secret."

+60 17 717 8700
50-M, Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara,

50490 Kuala Lumpur.

Reopening Soon (August 2024)



THANK  YOU


